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The ghosts of war reverberate across the generations in a riveting, time-shifting story within a
story from acclaimed thriller writer Tim Wynne-Jones.When Evan’s father dies suddenly, Evan
finds a hand-bound yellow book on his desk—a book his dad had been reading when he passed
away. The book is the diary of a Japanese soldier stranded on a small Pacific island in WWII.
Why was his father reading it? What is in this account that Evan’s grandfather, whom Evan has
never met before, fears so much that he will do anything to prevent its being seen? And what
could this possibly mean for Evan? In a pulse-quickening mystery evoking the elusiveness of
truth and the endurance of wars passed from father to son, this engrossing novel is a
suspenseful, at times terrifying read from award-winning author Tim Wynne-Jones.

"Not only a tense adventure story but also a moving picture of one small boy's tenacious
courage." — New York Times"Tien Pao must begin a dangerous journey to find his family, who
has escaped from the Japanese army, in this moving story." — Publishers WeeklyFrom the Back
CoverTHE HOUSE OF SIXTY FATHERSTien Pao is all alone in enemy territoy. Only a few days
before, his family had escaped from the Japanese army, fleeing downriver by boat. Then came
the terrible rainstorm. Tien Pao was fast asleep in the little sampan when the boat broke loose
from its moorings and drifted right back to the Japanese soldiers. With only his lucky pig for
company, Tien Pao must begin a long and dangerous journey in search of his home and family.‘A
vividly realistic story of China during the early days of the Japanese invasion [which tells of
young Tien Pao’s journey to find his family].’ —C.‘Valuable as enrichment literature for
elementary students involved in Chinese studies.’ —Scholastic Teacher.About the
AuthorMeindert DeJong is the award-winning author of many classic books for children,
including the Newbery Medal-winning The Wheel On The Schooland the Newbery Honor-
winning Along Came A Dog, Shadrach,and The House Of Sixty Fathers, all available in Harper
Trophy editions and illustrated by Maurice Sendak. Among Mr. Sendak's other popular books is
his Caldecott Medal-winning Where The Wild Things Are.Maurice Sendak’s children’s books
have sold over 30 million copies and have been translated into more than 40 languages. He
received the 1964 Caldecott Medal for Where the Wild Things Are and is the creator of such
classics as In the Night Kitchen, Outside Over There, Higglety Pigglety Pop!, and Nutshell
Library. In 1970 he received the international Hans Christian Andersen Medal for Illustration, in
1983 he received the Laura Ingalls Wilder Award from the American Library Association, and in
1996 he received a National Medal of Arts in recognition of his contribution to the arts in
America. In 2003, Sendak received the first Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award, an annual
international prize for children’s literature established by the Swedish government.Read more
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ahh, “well written, unique perspective of the war. At the library, they offer a personalized reading
list based upon one's favorite reads. Having loved The Book Thief, this book was suggested as
a book I might enjoy. In my mind, The Book Thief sets a very high bar. Although I did not like it
as well as The Book Thief, I found the main characters well developed and very engaging. I
thought the story was thought provoking and compelling, portraying well, the tragedy and futility
of war.”

Pat Bartholomew, “great food for the imagination as well as a thunderous .... Tim Wynne-Jones
delivers another outstanding story that reaches into family history and lays it out for the reader
with masterly skill that will take the you back in time with characters that will live on in your heart.
This multi-generational story of male relationships revealing fears, strength and fantastical
challenges will sit on your bed stand, wake you up, keep you up until about 3/4 of the way
through as you realize the last page is not far away. Then it slows you down and the dilemma of
making it to the last page means the story is over, regretfully. It is a story for all ages, that will
have you rereading passages, imagining scenes, great food for the imagination as well as a
thunderous massage for the heart along the way.”

Sally Jo Nelson, “Four Stars. A little difficult initially and on the sad tone but engaging. Great
visual pictures of characters.”

Suzanne Fisher, “Interesting concept. Sweet, well written story, maintains interest throughout
with a very satisfying conclusion. The characters became endearing and I wished the story
could’ve continued.”

Roger Brunyate, “What Makes a Young-Adult Novel?. Although this is clearly marketed as a
young-adult book, I was attracted to its subject and so ordered it. And read it with great pleasure,
too, all the time wondering why it had this classification. Well, the protagonist, Evan Griffin is still
a teenager at 16 -- but in Toronto where he lives, that is apparently old enough not to be taken
into care when his father dies. And that's the first thing that is surprisingly mature about the book:
it opens with the death of Evan's father, who had brought him up alone since childhood in a
remarkably close relationship. Evan can cope remarkably well in the house, but he needs to call
in his grandfather to help with the legal work. And there's the problem: "Griff," as he was called,
is a retired Sergeant Major of Marines; Evan's father, a Vietnam draft-dodger, rebelled against
his spit-and-polish style, and now the grandson has inherited that legacy of hate. Though Griff
may be a little stereotypical, there are surprisingly adult themes here.Just before he died, Evan's
father had been sent a privately-printed book called "Kokoro-Jima, the Heart-Shaped Island." It
is the account of a Japanese soldier marooned on an island not far from Tinian during the Pacific
War, and his encounter with an American airman whose plane crashed there. It is a kind of



ROBINSON CRUSOE story, and a terrific one, though distinguished by two features. One --
again mature and very instructive -- is the portrayal of both Japanese and American actions in
the Second World War, a realistic background that the author makes no attempt to sanitize. The
other is the thing that most clearly qualifies the book for young-adult status: the island is also
populated by creatures of fantasy -- the ghosts of the unborn, the ghosts of the never-to-be-
born, and a monster they call Tengu. Normally such elements would turn me off, but so strong is
Wynne-Jones' writing that I took it all in my stride.It soon becomes clear that Griff, whose role in
the WW2 story appears only later, is determined to prevent the full publication of the book,
which sets him into further conflict with his grandson Evan. Alas, although I was fully prepared to
give the book five stars most of the way through, I found that the resolution of this conflict and
the eventual rapprochement between old man and boy lacked the density of most of the earlier
writing, and involved the last-moment introduction of quite another plot strand. So while I would
still recommend the book for young adult readers, I cannot quite give the five stars on my own.”

David Keymer, “AN IMPERFECT STORY BUT WITH A GREAT DEAL TO OFFER. Evan’s
sixteen. His mother’s been gone since who knows when. His formerly hippy, still rad father
doesn’t even know where she is. Evan and his father live alone, perfectly happy together. Then
his father dies, a normal death –heart attack—but too young, and Evan is alone. Evan finds a
book in his father’s desk: the diary of a Japanese soldier stranded ion a Pacific island in WWII.
Things get weird. A man calls and asks Evan to talk to his grandfather, persuade him to allow the
book to be published or edited, it’s not at first clear what. But Evan’s never known his grandfather
Griff, who, by his father’s account, was a stiff-necked ex-Marine who made his father’s life sheer
torture until the day his father absconded to Canada to avoid the draft. His father even claimed
Evan’s grandfather was a murderer although he didn’t tell Evan why he said that. Then Evan’s
grandfather shows up. Evan can’t stand him. The rest of the book alternates Evan’s reading of
the Japanese soldier’s journal and scenes between Evan and Griff as Evan cautiously
negotiates the landmine that is his contentious relation with his only surviving relative.Parts of
this book work well, others not. The Japanese soldier’s journal is the best part. Well, those and
the affecting picture of Evan’s grief. YA book often skate over this kind of emotion but Wynne-
Jones handles it with sensitivity and dignity. As to the journal, it has an authentic voice, and as
you read it, it slowly sinks into you that Isamu, the young Japanese soldier, is only twenty-one,
not much older than the readers toward whom the book is directed. There is a supernatural
element in Isamu’s narration and it too is dealt with well. Wynne-Jones never resolves whether
the creatures who appear on Isamu’s island are imagined or real. They just are and they play
important roles in the story Isamu records. Not all of this generally affecting novel works that well:
the tension between grandfather Griff and grandson Evan unrolls well enough but the ending
doesn‘t play out as effectively. It’s, partly, too abrupt, and partly, it doesn‘t feel authentic. But this
is small potatoes commentary on a novel that tries new things but still manages to convey basic
human emotions.Wynne-Jones has written numerous previous YA novels and won awards for



some.”

Leslie Johnson, “The Emperor of Any Place.. This was a very special read. I just loved it. The
story is part based on reality, part fantasy . It took me away and held me till the last page.”

The book by Meindert DeJong has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 48 people have provided feedback.
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